Automated Post-Hoc Noise Cancellation Tool for Audio Recordings Acquired in an MRI Scanner
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Abstract: There are several types of experiment in which it is useful to have subjects speak overtly in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner, including those studying the articulatory apparatus and the neural basis of speech production, and fMRI experiments in which speech is used as a response modality. Although it is relatively easy to record sound from the bore, it can be difficult to hear the speech over the very loud acoustic noise from the scanner. This is particularly a problem during echo-planar imaging, which is usually used for fMRI. We present a post-hoc sound cancellation algorithm, and describe a Windows-based tool that implements it. The tool is fast and operates with minimal user intervention. We evaluate cancellation performance in terms of the improvement in signal-to-noise ratio, and investigate the effect of the recording medium. A substantial improvement in audibility was obtained. Hum Brain Mapp 24:299–304, 2005. © 2005 Crown Copyright
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INTRODUCTION

There are a number of experimental situations in which it is useful to have participants speak overtly in a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner. The most obvious are perhaps those conducted to examine the movements of the articulatory system as it produces sounds [e.g., Demolin et al., 2002; Ettema et al., 2002; Stone et al., 2001]. Overt speech is also required to examine some aspects of the neural basis of its production [e.g., Crosson et al., 2001; Fiez, 2001; Heim et al., 2002; Huang et al., 2002; Kircher et al., 2002; Palmer et al., 2001]. Speech is also a useful response modality in many functional MRI (fMRI) experiments, such as those studying working memory or free recall. In all of these types of experiments, it is often useful, and sometimes essential, to be able to record the speech produced.

Many MRI scanners have microphones fitted by default so that the person being scanned can talk to the operator, and it is not usually difficult to record from these throughout an experiment. However, MRI scanners produce loud acoustic noise (e.g., 115 dB[A] [Shellock et al., 1998]; 116 dB[A] on the 3-tesla scanner at the Wolfson Brain Imaging Center, Cambridge, UK). It is inevitable that if the gradients used in the imaging process are to be linear and change very quickly, they will be noisy [Jezzard and Clare, 1999]. Furthermore, echo-planar sequences typically used for functional imaging are especially loud. Although we can record the subject in the scanner, they therefore may not be audible against the noise of the machine. One solution is to use a “sparse imaging” type technique such as that usually used for studies of auditory perception [Hall et al., 1999]. A long interval would be introduced between scans, so that speech may be spoken in quiet. Because of the delay of the hemodynamic response, the activation due to the speech production processes will be manifest a few seconds later. Such a procedure would re-
quire a substantially slower acquisition rate and, accordingly, loss of sensitivity (signal-to-noise per unit time).

An alternative approach, described herein, is to record the speech in the presence of the loud acquisitions, but then apply post-hoc noise cancellation. One possible form of cancellation would be to use spectral algorithms, such as the one employed by CoolEdit (online at http://www.syntrillium.com). This algorithm requires a sample of the scanner noise alone. It then calculates the spectrum of this sound, and then to carry out noise reduction it selectively attenuates frequencies that are prominent in the noise. Such algorithms are most effective when there is little spectral overlap between the target and interfering sounds; unfortunately, this criterion is unlikely to be met when trying to separate speech from scanner noise. A more promising strategy presents itself on consideration of the specific nature of the noise we are trying to cancel. The noise is a result of the vibrations from rapid changes in gradients generated by the MR scanner. Fortunately, these rapid changes are being controlled with microsecond accuracy, and the pattern of changes from one scan to the next is identical. This means that the acoustic noise generated by the scanner is likely to be fairly regular from one scan to the next. Provided the waveforms of the scanner and speech have added linearly, if we can calculate what the noise the scanner makes, it should be possible to simply subtract it from the waveform.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Procedure

The cancellation procedure was designed to require a minimum of user intervention. An overview of the strategy is shown in Figure 1. Initially, the time between the onset of acquisition of sequential volumes (TR) is estimated. A single cycle of noise is then chosen, and onsets of this cycle elsewhere in the sound are found. Next, a more precise estimate of the scanner noise is generated. Finally, this is subtracted away from the recording. We discuss each of these stages in subsequent sections. In addition to describing the algorithm we used, we give references to the specific options in the user interface of our tool (free download available online at http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/~rhodri.cusack/scannernoisecancellation). To record sound at the quality used here requires around 5 MB/min. The sound files therefore can be large, and the cancellation tool was designed to deal with these. The sound file is divided into a number of chunks (by default 45 s in duration), and these are processed separately. To prevent discontinuities in the waveform between chunks, they are recombined using an overlap-and-add technique, in which the chunks are ramped at either end with overlapping 10-ms linear ramps.

Estimating the TR

The only intervention required by the user in the cancellation procedure is for an estimate of the TR to be provided. This is given as an estimate (e.g., 3.1 s) and a range (e.g., within 0.1 s). This range is then searched for the precise TR.

---

![Figure 1.](image)

The top panel shows the waveform of the repetitive scanner noise from three acquisitions, and the second a corresponding speech waveform. In the bottom panel the cancellation procedure is illustrated. First, the TR is estimated, then one cycle is extracted and its corresponding start times estimated. These are then averaged to form an estimate of the scanner noise, and this subtracted from the waveform at the appropriate points.

The basic procedure is one of autocorrelation: the sound waveform is correlated with a lagged version of itself. Various lags are tried, corresponding to the range given by the user, and the one with the highest autocorrelation chosen.

For the cancellation procedure to work, precise temporal accuracy is required. A high frequency sound has a very short period (e.g., 0.2 ms for a 5-kHz tone), and so a misalignment in the estimation or subtraction process of a fraction of a millisecond will cause the waveforms to be out of phase, and lead to complete failure of the algorithm. As all shifts of the waveforms are by whole numbers of samples, an improvement in precision can be gained by increasing the sample rate. Ideally, the initial signal should be sampled at a high rate, recording equipment and memory capacity permitting. We used a digital audio tape (DAT) recorder, and converted the input to Windows WAV format audio files at 44.1 kHz. A further increase in sample rate is possible by upsampling the data. We used upsampling of a factor of two using Hanning-windowed sinc interpolation with a range of three samples.
As well as the importance of the accuracy of the calculations, another important consideration is speed. The recordings to be processed might be 30–45 min/subject; over a 20-subject study, this amounts to a considerable amount of processing. To make the estimate of the TR as fast as possible while maintaining accuracy, a multistage process was used. An initial pass narrowed down the range of possible TRs; later passes progressively refined it. In the first pass, the data were downsampled into 10-ms bins and the autocorrelation was carried out over the full range given by the user. A second pass was then carried out in which the data were downsampled into 1-ms bins and autocorrelation was carried out over a 20-ms range. A third pass used 0.1-ms bins over a 2-ms range, and a fourth used 0.01-ms bins over a 0.2-ms range. The result from this fourth pass was taken as the TR. Each autocorrelation was carried out on a window that was three TRs long at the sample rate used. The starting point for the autocorrelation was chosen randomly on each trial, subject to the constraint that at enough data followed it for the autocorrelation with the longest lag to be carried out. These parameters were chosen based on informal pilot work. In the default mode, the mean of three estimates of the TR was used.

**Using TR to estimate scan times**

An estimate of one cycle of scanner sound was taken as one (estimated) TR after a reference point in the center of the input sound. This chunk will not necessarily correspond to a single scan from beginning to end but is more likely to be part of one scan and the start of the next; however, this is not important to the cancellation procedure. This single cycle is then correlated with points around one TR earlier in the input sound. The range around the TR is given by a parameter in the user interface (parameter “Test range,” default, ± 5 samples). The position at which the cycle correlates most highly is taken as the position of the preceding scan; using this new starting position, the search procedure is repeated to identify the scan before this one, and so on. When the start of the sound file is reached, a forward search is initiated from the midpoint.

**Calculate estimate of scanner noise**

After the times of the cycle starts have been identified an estimate of the sound from the scanner is calculated by taking a mean of the sound for one TR after each start position. However, some of these samples will contain not just scanner noise but also speech, and this will add noise to our mean and reduce effectiveness of the cancellation procedure. In an attempt to identify the scans without speech, the correlation between the mean and each scan was calculated. The mean will reflect predominantly scanner noise, and so the best correlation should be with those scans that only contain this. After this mean is calculated, a second stage selects just a certain proportion (given by parameter “Generate mean from most typical,” default value 50%) of the cycles with the highest correlations to this mean. These selected scans are then used to recalculate a new estimate of the scanner noise.

Finally, we subtract the estimate of the scanner noise from the input waveform at each cycle start point.

**Recording of Sounds**

We used a microphone built into a sound system provided by the MRC Institute of Hearing Research, Nottingham, UK. Sounds were recorded using a DAT recorder (16-bit mono, sample rate 44.1 kHz) and converted to PC WAV format, preserving the sample rate and bit depth. The cancellation tool is implemented entirely in Visual Basic 6 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA). The recordings were taken from a 3-Tesla Bruker MedSpec MRI scanner at the Wolfson Brain Imaging Center in Cambridge. It was carrying out echoplanar imaging (EPI) acquisitions of 21 slices with a matrix size of 64 × 64, voxel bandwidth of 200 kHz, and a TR of 1.1 s. To investigate whether lossy compression algorithms (which degrade the waveform fidelity somewhat) would hamper noise cancellation, we tried copying a file to a common recording device that uses such a method (Sony Mini disc) and then back off onto a computer. All copying was carried out digitally.

**Assessment of Performance**

The most straightforward measure of cancellation performance is an estimate of the improvement in signal-to-noise. To get a quantitative measure of the reduction, we took 10 samples spaced by approximately 25 s, each of which was 3-s long, and calculated the root-mean-square (RMS) level. This was then converted to decibels. Finally, we examined the spectrum of a portion of scanner noise after it had been canceled to examine the nature of signal parts for which cancellation was not effective. This was carried out by taking the average of power spectra of 10 consecutive portions of scanner noise that were 4,096 samples long.

**RESULTS**

Figure 2 shows the waveform of a typical portion of the sounds before and after cancellation, covering both a section where there is only scanner noise (before 41.5 s), and a section where there was speech and scanner noise (after 41.5 s). The reduction in the level of the scanner noise is clearly visible; the level of the speech should be unaffected by the cancellation procedure. Subjectively, there was a great improvement in the intelligibility of the speech (for examples, see http://www.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/~rhodri.cusack/scannersoundcancellation) Loud speech that was just intelligible before cancellation became clear. Quiet speech that was inaudible before cancellation became intelligible. The quantitative measure showed a reduction in scanner level by a little more than 21 dB (see Fig. 3). A paired-sample t-test across the 10 samples showed the effect of cancellation was highly significant (t(9) = 63.7, P < 0.001).

To examine the nature of the parts of the signal for which cancellation was not effective, we calculated the power spec-
trum of the scanner noise before and after cancellation. This is shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the broad energy around 1 kHz and the narrowband peaks at around 2.5, 4, 4.8, and 5.5 kHz have been attenuated substantially. After cancellation, there are a few peaks remaining, but the spectrum is much closer to being white, suggesting sources of noise that are not predictable. Copying sounds via Minidisc did not impair cancellation: levels relative to arbitrary reference after cancellation for scanner noise only were $-26.3$ dB (direct) and $-26.4$ dB (copied via Minidisc), and after cancellation for scanner noise and speech were $-20.1$ dB (direct) and $-20.1$ dB (copied via Minidisc).

The routine has been tested with a file of 52 MB, and in principle there is no limit on the size it will process. It is relatively fast: on a 2-GHz Intel Pentium III computer running Windows 2000, cancellation runs a little faster than real-time, cancelling at a rate of 1.1 min of recording/min.

DISCUSSION

The algorithm presented capitalizes on a particular quality of MRI sound, its extreme regularity, to achieve substantial post-hoc noise cancellation. Scanner noise in the processed files is attenuated substantially without distortion of other sounds. The procedure is relatively fast and operates almost without user intervention. The output files are more pleasant to listen to and speech in them is more intelligible. This tool may be useful for a range of studies, including those to directly study speech production and those where speech is used merely as a convenient response modality.

A distinction should be drawn between our post-hoc tool and “active” noise cancellation systems, which attempt to

![Figure 2. Sound waveforms before and after cancellation. After cancellation, the speech waveform is clearly visible.](image)

![Figure 3. The root-mean-square levels of the scanner noise before and after cancellation.](image)
cancel the noise in real-time as it arrives at the participant’s ears (e.g., http://www.ihr.mrc.ac.uk/research/technical/soundsystem/index.php; [Chen et al., 1999; McJury et al., 1997]. Our system only works on recordings, and does nothing to make the participant’s time in the scanner more pleasant. However, there are some implications for active noise cancellation from our findings: as with our algorithm, cancellation systems rely upon the repeatability of the sound from scan-to-scan. Our findings suggest an upper limit for such repeatability of a little over 21 dB sound pressure level (SPL).

An alternative strategy to post-hoc cancellation is to try to reduce the amount of noise initially present. Considerable effort has been applied already by MR manufacturers to develop acoustic damping, and designs in which the forces generated by the coils are lessened [e.g., McJury and Shellock, 2000]. Another approach is to try to reduce forces by using weaker gradients, although this inevitably leads to slower acquisition.

It might be possible to develop the cancellation tool further by considering higher orders of repeatability. Although each scan is fairly similar to the last, it might be that there are more slowly varying modes of variation; for example, odd and even scans might have slightly different characteristics. Principal components analysis could be carried out on the residuals after cancellation to see if these show any temporal patterning. If there was temporal patterning, this would provide a potential way to improve active as well as retrospective noise cancellation.

Although noise cancellation does make it easier to use tasks with a verbal response in functional imaging studies, it should be remembered that there are other significant disadvantages and it will certainly not always be the best mode. In particular, some brain movement will be generated by articulatory system movement. Rigid body movement is usually corrected for in fMRI analysis, but there remain slightly changing patterns of distortion that will introduce noise into the time series [Andersson et al., 2001; Hutton et al., 2002]. Despite this problem, acceptable power can be obtained and activations can be shown different from movement artefacts using differences in their temporal characteristics [e.g., Huang et al., 2002].

Our algorithm is successful because the sound from the scanner is regular in time and repeatable across the acquisitions of different volumes. Although in the present study we have only evaluated the performance of the algorithm on the cancellation of sound from a scanner made by a single manufacturer, we expect that these requirements will be met for other MR scanners and cancellation performance to be similar. However, it will be substantially less effective for acquisition sequences that do not have a regular pattern, such as those using cardiac triggering.

We tested two recording devices (a DAT recorder and a Sony Minidisc) and both were suitable. Other devices with similar fidelity (e.g., digital recording through a soundcard onto a laptop) should show similar performance. Devices with lower fidelity (e.g., analogue audiotape) may provide worse cancellation performance.

In conclusion, post-hoc noise cancellation using algorithms such as those described here add a useful tool to the armory of the MRI researcher.
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